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Meeting Summary: Residential Parking Working
Group Meeting Four
Meeting Date/Time: Wednesday, November 2nd, 2016, 7:00 PM – 9:05 PM
Meeting Location: Room 913, Courthouse Plaza (2100 Clarendon Blvd.)
Attendees: Benjamin Spiritos, James Schroll, Richard Price on behalf of Michael Perkins, Robert Mandle,
Patrick Kenney, Dennis Gerrity, Daniel VanPelt, Paul Browne, Neal Kumar on behalf of Sally J Duran,
Dennis Leach, Stephen Crim, Susan Bell, Dennis Sellin, Melissa McMahon, Richard Hartman. Two
individuals attended who were not Working Group Members, but staff failed to record their names.

Meeting Notes
In order to allow for more discussion between Working Group Members about values and principles to
guide policy making, Chair James Schroll made modifications to the agenda originally posted on the
Residential Parking Working Group “Documents.” The presentation and Q&A on “TDM and Garage Use
at Site Plan Buildings” did not take place at this meeting and will take place during the next meeting on
November 14th.

Parking's Influence on Transportation Systems and New
Approaches in the District of Columbia
Jamie Henson of the District of Columbia Department of Transportation gave a presentation on how the
District approaches off-street residential parking and TDM in Washington, DC. (See slides in the
Presentations section below). Major points of the presentation included:





Developers are building off-street parking at ratios between 0.4 and 0.6 spaces per unit in the
District of Columbia.
Transportation demand management measures are required when a developer builds an
abundance of parking.
In its TDM programs, the District focuses on expanding the breadth of services, and not focusing
on TDM measures that users may already depend on, such as SmarTrip cards for Metro. DDOT
would prefer to see measures like Capital Bikeshare memberships.
One objective of the District’s approach is to keep the development community from
externalizing their parking problems onto the adjacent neighborhoods, which is why the
District’s residential permit parking program exists.

Q&A
Q: How did DC manage traffic when it had 850,000 residents [its peak population as of the 1950
Census]?
A: More streetcars and fewer cars.
Q: And what about congestion today?
A: People move through their lives with different transportation needs, which may change over time.
Some folks will still need cars. But we don’t privilege the road space for cars.
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Q: What is the developers’ role?
A: They know their markets well, and can usually be relied upon to build the right amount of parking.
When they do err, it is on the side of providing too much rather than too little parking.
Q: So is the major problem too much parking?
A: Yes. DC does TDM differently than Arlington: when developers provide more parking, we have them
provide more TDM. This is consistent with our philosophy of not penalizing good behavior. We believe
that providing less parking is consistent with DDOT’s goals, so we do not penalize developers by asking
them to provide more TDM when they provide less parking.
Q: What complaints do you receive about the District’s approach?
A: The closer you are to residential neighborhoods, the more complaints you will receive. It’s difficult for
some in the community to see that there are other housing markets for individuals who don’t own a car.
The vast majority of residential (multi-family) development is not eligible for residential permit parking
(RPP). There are some exceptional areas where permit parking is available to older multi-family building
residents, such as those in the neighborhood around 16th and U Streets NW, but these are exceptions.
Some developers proffer not to have their buildings be RPP-eligible, though the District has had difficulty
enforcing these agreements.

Discuss Results of Guiding Principles Feedback from Working Group;
Next Steps; Scheduling
Prior to this meeting, staff provided Working Group Members with an online form that they could use to
comment on draft set of guiding principles for policy making from an October 21st. Staff provided the
Working Group Members with a summary of feedback received through the online form (see below).
Chair James Schroll led the group through a discussion to revise these principles further. The Working
Group agreed to start with a set of six principles proposed by Working Group Member, Rob Mandle. By
the end of the meeting, the Working Group had arrived at a revised set of principles.

Next Meeting
Chair James Schroll closed the meeting and reminded everyone that the Working Group would meet
again on Monday, November 14th, at 7 PM in Room 311 of 2100 Clarendon Boulevard.

Presentations
Overview of DDOT Approach to On-Site Residential Parking
Editor’s Note: Jamie Henson did not have a set of talking points that he could share for his presentation.
Therefore the notes accompanying his slides are minimal.
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The question of how to continue allowing growth without gridlock undergirds the entire DDOT response.

In DC only about 20% of new development goes through a special zoning exception process, so DDOT
only sees some of the development occurring in the city.
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Invasive mitigations includes measures like street widening.
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Low levels of parking and priced parking are almost always the number one measures.
The District does not want to demand subsidized SmarTrip cards for residents because the kinds
of individuals and households moving into these developments are already going to be Metro
users.
DDOT would rather have a developer put in programs to support less widely used modes like
bike share memberships.
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Residents will self-select into housing with low amounts of parking. In a few cases, someone might lease
an apartment without realizing the parking situation, but that’s rare.




In order for DDOT’s approach to work, individuals cannot park for free somewhere else.
There are tradeoffs in residential permit parking (RPP): while you might want to restrict spillover
parking, RPP can make it harder for guests and visitors to access
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Performance monitoring is required for large projects, such as the project known as “The
Wharf” on the Southwest Waterfront.
Over seven years of working with DDOT, Jamie Henson has seen five projects with approvals
that have monitoring requirements.

DDOT has dedicated research money.
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The Park Right DC project found that 60% of parking spaces were occupied, and that building
parking leads to more consumption of parking. “If you build it they will come.”
Other research includes a new congestion-measurement tool for the district, and a model for
estimating the number of trips generated at residential developments in the District.
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Results from Arlington Residential Parking Working Group
Principles for Policy Making: Ranking and Editing Round One
On Monday, October 24th, members of the Residential Parking Working Group gained access to an
online form that allowed them to provide feedback on a set of guiding principles or values (see a draft of
those principles or values here).

How important are the Principles Offered at Prior Meetings to the
Working Group?
Working Group members were first asked Please rank the following principles as "High Importance,"
"Medium Importance," and "Low Importance." When ranking please think about the importance of these
concepts generally not the words specifically used. If you are not satisfied with the wording of a principle
as written here you may provide suggested edits in questions 2 and 3.
These chart below shows weighted average scores; a “high importance” earned a score of 3, “medium
importance” 2, and “low importance” 1.
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What Edits and Comments did the Group Offer?
Working Group members were asked to “Please provide any edits or clarifications to the six principles listed in question 1 above.” No clear re-writes or concise statements were offered in response to the question though Working Group
Members did offer input.
Organized by original principles given in question 1 and presented at the last working group meeting. Text unedited from original.

Predictability

Important, but flexibility is
moreso

Need to emphasize that
predictability is important with
regard to process and the
application of rules and
standards, not outcomes.

Ensure predictability for
developers and the community
to make it easier to predict the
costs and easier for the
community to understand
parking outcomes.

"Flexibility within a defined
range" as a guiding principle

Economics

most important

Improvement is needed here. The
county does not have good statistics
for the prices and quantities of multifamily housing parking. Neither the
county nor the working group uses the
economic concepts of supply and
demand in a consistent manner.

Make cost choices transparent
through pricing, Should contribute to
street and economic vitality,
Retail/restaurant parking needs to be
considered in the guidelines. Parking is
similar to a utility like transportation,
water, etc and the policy need to take
into consideration the multiple users
as well as the availability of nearby
commercial parking facilities,
proximity to metro and/or major
public transportation facilities, bus,
BRT, light rail etc.
Policy should acknowledge difference
between affordable and market rate
housing

Sustainability
If sustainability means not being
harmful to the environment or
depleting natural resources, then
I don’t think the working group
has clearly with dealt with it in
terms of minimizing or
eliminating parking in multifamily housing.

Flexibility

Equity

Forward Looking

Flexibility is important. We don’t
even understand the present, let
alone the future!!

The county cannot guarantee
outcomes in the sense that
everyone gets what they want in
terms of parking, but it can try to
guarantee the same process and
set of rules to everyone.

Just another way of saying: be
flexible.

Right sized parking leads to more
economically feasible projects,
more affordable rents/home
prices, less driving and associated
environmental damage. Parking
is a necessity for retail to be
competitive in the region and
with online retailers and needs to
be considered.

Allow flexibility to encourage or
adapted to changing uses by
occupants

Parking policy must balance the
benefits of reduced driving with
the costs to support that shift .
Individuals seeking housing that
is affordable are frequently
workers/households that work
off-hours(
evenings/weekend/early
morning) andt require a car or
more cars since public
transportation modes are not
feasible for traveling to work.

Encourage multiple users for
parking spaces. Be more market
driven to complete in the region.

Consider zero parking as the
starting point

Consider site location, and other
TDM measures proferred to
make the site "work"

The needs of individuals with
disabilities may be different from
other users and must be
considered.

Policy should encourage
experimentation;

Policy should be data-driven, and
should include self-evaluation or
sunsetting
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Working Group members were asked to “Please provide any edits or clarifications to the six principles listed in question 1 above.” No clear re-writes or concise statements were offered in response to the question though Working Group
Members did offer input.
Organized by original principles given in question 1 and presented at the last working group meeting. Text unedited from original.

What Other Feedback did the Working Group Members Offer?
Working Group members were then asked to “Please provide any other feedback on the Working Group's principles or recommendations for new principles below.”

Other Feedback
A set of alternative principles
 Principle #1: The amount of parking provided in residential projects is a major cost factor contributing to the high cost of rents and the amount of affordable housing able to be delivered in Arlington.
 Principle #2: Build only enough parking to meet current needs. Right sizing parking leads to more economically feasible projects, more affordable rents/home prices, less driving and associated environmental
damage, and an increase in the number of affordable projects that can receive AHIF funding.
 Principle #3: Be innovative and flexible with parking policy to allow developers to rationally respond to site-specific demand drivers, unique obstacles/circumstances, as well as to future demand. Flexibility is key
to keeping development costs down when presented with unique, site-specific considerations. Likewise, the rapidly changing transportation sector may impact car ownership and parking demand in the future.
 Principle #4: Provide predictability to reduce uncertainly for developers proposing projects and for the community reviewing them. Predictability can remove uncertainty from developer proposals making it
easier to predict costs and easier for the community to understand the parking outcome.
 Principle #5: Recognize positive/negative externalities of parking policies. Reducing parking demand may increase the burden on existing alternative travel modes such as bike routes and transit. Likewise,
increasing walking, bicycling, and transit use reduces the burden on our roadway infrastructure. Parking policy must balance the benefits of reduced driving with the costs to support that shift.
 Principle #6: Address potential for spillover into single-family residential neighborhoods by making concurrent changes to Zoned Parking and Metered Parking policies. Residents in neighborhoods adjacent to the
metro corridors may have concerns about possible impacts to parking demand and availability on residential streets
The county and the working group need to clarify what they mean when they use the word "right" when they talk about the right amount of residential parking.
The clarifications above are intended to support the intent of existing principles agreed upon by the Working Group.
The clearest guidance from the Housing Commission concerned two matters: the needs of individuals with disabilities may not be represented in the market, and may therefore justify a minimum parking ratio above
0.0 spaces per unit; the idea of flexibility should apply not just to the individual site plan, but to the policy itself - the policy should encourage experimentation and be subject to continual evaluation.
Sustainability incorporates many of the principles listed above--economics, equity, etc. Perhaps, there should be one broad heading "sustainability" followed by sub-headings such as economics and equity. Sustainability
is of paramount importance and should not be overlooked.

Which Commissions, Advisory Groups, and Other Organizations have Working Group Members Consulted?
The survey asked Working Group members if they had yet consulted the various bodies that had recommended their participation on the Working Group. The following provides a summary of which of these bodies have been consulted as of
11/02/2016.

Commission, Advisory Group, Other Organization
Planning Commission
E2C2
Chamber of Commerce
Housing Commission
NAIOP
Civic Federation
Economic Development Commission
Transportation Commission
Green light = group has been consulted; yellow = group not yet consulted but meeting scheduled; red = group not yet consulted; black = unknown based on survey.
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